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ed asymptotic expansions ⑯

↳aperinubations
x
snalparameters.

Consider a differential equation of the term Day to

↳ naturally hewould lookat Doy = 0 as an approximation
for the solution.

However-problem it amultiple the highest devance eg
aky/dx"

Since then taking z=0 reduces the order of theproblem

↳ an issue since Pay = 0 is a kimarder equ mthkbaundary

conditions but Day to is a (k-11th order equmthk

boundary conditions - they cannot, ingeneral, all be

satisned.

- called a star ubationen

Example syll+y't y = 0 fer x-101) mth y) = a and y(l) = 6.
-

&g y'ty = 0 ==Ac which cannot satisfy yo)= a

y ()
= b

#nationand procedure - themetedasymptotic
EnsiansOnepossible explanation: Aty satisfies Day 20 then

- over most of the range, adry/dxi is small, and y
approximately satisfies Dry = 0.

- in certain regions laten at the ends of the rangel, adkylaxh is

no small andadjusts itself to the boundary conditions

live it varies rapidly)
& regions attenknown as boundary layers

procedure

O determine thescaling of the boundary layers (eg xc2/s' etc)
② rescale the independent vanable in the boundary layer

③ find the asympatic expansions in, and outside, thebandons
layers④ fix the arbitrary constants called wine

-

obey problem boundary conditions and ter

- match-Inner and entersolutions. solutions



Back to the example: sy"ty'ty = 0 muth xI= a , 310) =b.
CNB canbe solved exactly, but willpretendow, fornow...

sling

Nearx=0: Let X2=
I =@dXc = Sfexx

↑local variable =z-2@
for inspecting
BLaLHS

=> 21-20 #y + 3-< deztyto
2

significant inthe BL =increase untiltwister balances
The largest of the others

i 1-2x = Min1-9,0)
=x= (

Hence x2= = (NB choosing a larger, to balance isand and terms
gives second term ofOls) which is bigger
than the other two...)

treSimilarly, 11 (arx=12xe) so that TRO.

Eand LH: y(x1=yc(x2) = ycolx2)+2yn (x2) +.. (x2=E)

Middle: Y(x)=ym(x)= ym0(x1tSym/(x)+...

RH: 3(x)= yr(fr=yRo(xR)+2yR1(xx) + ... (He=1)

sanareleftInnerlen Oll: ryco + desin
Os):dayn't des + youto

: Y201x2) = Aco+Bcoe*2 ~fercing term
for 32

ye (x2) = AutBye*'+(B2oxxe*'-AcoXc)

with 3210) =tBLo



#

The middle Center ⑱

· Arymtym + Ym = 0 =Oll: demot youset

OK ·daymot dayt +Ym = O
ne

Inhomogeneous part

:Ymo(x) = Amoe 3 wewill materYm1(x/= Ame-Amoxe-x solutions to determine

Amo, Am

sheight (inner right)

&yn+dyx+<yn = 0 =>Oll: deyno+ dedon
(R<0)

01):
dyn' + yn yoset

-

whom. part.
:ProHl = ARotBroe-Yo

YR1(XR) = ARI BRIC+ IBROXRCT_ARoXR

Bandary condition ex=1=yp/10) = b= ARotBro
-

establishlowest order deficients

- Have the constants: Aco, Bio, Amo, Aso, Bro

and two equations: AlotBo = 9 and Apot Boo-b

-he obtain threemore conditions by matching.
↳ Idea: Ioverlap tegia where bothexpansions should

hold, and hence be equal,

ve: y2(x2)nYm(x) as x= = - & and Xt0



⑭One approach-Introducea scaling -should be intermediate

↳X = I where occ
as t0 thenxo

and entersoln ->

Then, with sto" and I fixed, x= <<x + 0 Sthatof the BL, andxL- & so inner

solntends to the

XL= 20+ <- & value in the

Interior

matching at the LHend: we want y21s1)-ym (904) as at of
- with <C0, -ord (1)."They generate

thesame expansion

12 = Aco+Bze-*** +0() I
ym = Amoe

-"*
t0(

-Ac +0(9) & Since a- co " =Amo 11-244+..) + 012)
Thenthis term

is exp. small

asse of 1

Hence, at leading order, AmoEyvalues need to match - he
1932- 0+

3
outerhit of the inner problem
matches one inner limit at

the outer problem.
matching at the rend: thistmeuse x=1+41<=1 o

so that toA = 24X

wewant y2(241)= ym (904)

YR=AnotBroe**HOK) ym=Amoe-*+01)
this termblows I -

Ano1-204+..) +01)
up as 250+ E

reneeseoAnHence, at leading order, (Agani-yvalues
lastof must match.(

->Now have the equations and the unknowns i

AlotBo = 9, ARo+ Bo=b, Aco=Amo, BRo=0, Aro- Amoe

=>Ano-eb, B1o=9-eb, ARo = b, Bpo=0, Amo=2b.



Putting this all together: yo: eb + la-eble-x2 ⑱

yo: ebe-X

TRO = b. = Norpidvanation in
The RHBL-wedon't

really need it!

NB Exactsolution is y(x) = A+e4+x + A-ex-x mth x1 = -FT
2SExpanding eg. Xt--1 +019), X.2-+10k) as at of etc.

one can show that 9 18Xc1=y20(x2) + 019) X(>0,X2-ord (1)
(as 20+ 3 (x) = ymo (x) +019) 3312m) = yro(xR) +0(s) feCO, XR_Ord(1)

maestablishconfidents at the next order

we have y4=-ebXc+1a-eblxce-x+A4+e-
*

again,

Ym=-ebxe* + Amle I Greconstants.
YRI=-bXmt ARBRIC-Xo

the boundary conditions supply two equs: All+Bu = 0 3y410) = 0

Hl+BRI = 0 3yR110) = 0

matching at the Hend: as before, he write x = <=xc = 2*

with xz 101), word (1).
Wehave, on the left,

y2 = yc 194-12) + 3y(1192-1x) + 012) all-> 0 as so

for <e101) and
= eb+1a-eble -> X>O

+ sl-eb 2*K+1a-eb)32xe-*+AltBye**) +0194
- -

=

eb-eb39] + A11 < + 0192)



and, inthe chter, ⑰

you = ymo (9011+ symi (2xx) +0(2)

=ebe-* +2/-ebexe- *4+Ame***) +0192
-

expandas 1- <<X+...
=eb/l-<+Rex,1.)
- eb24+111-24X+...1+ Am13 11-s4X+...) +01")

-etep4c+eb+..-ebs4+x+.->
the =
OCD term, +[Aml-Am1 [4+14+.. + 01s?) In order to be able

matched to neglect these tems
myzV/ we need 2x)112 x> I

comparing terms that are ota) gives AEAm. =>St 1211).

Nis some terms jump order: - zeb comes from the inner expansion
of the first center term, but from theouter expansion of the

second (uner term!

matching at the Rtend: as before, he write x= 1724, 0
=>x= 1, XR = x = zOT

We have, on the right,

32=b+21-b9xX+ ARI +BRIC-*) + 0192)

=b-b24x+ strl+Ba*I + OK
blows up as it of
=>

B8



and, inthe center, I
expande ⑪

you = ebe-1-94 12/-eb1l+217)e-*+Amie-***) +0K2

-Eb 11-2+*1.)-L0K+SCHI))1-x+.
+ [tm/1-245+..) +0194
=b+ (Amie"-b/2+...
~

↑ matches the oil contribution f

Hence, conecting terms at 01 gives hb-Ar

Again, he now have five equations and the'unknines i
-

All+BL = 0, Axl +BRI = 0, AL1=Am1, BR1=0 Ampeb= AR
=>Ax = 0BR1 = 0, Aml-be, Alzbe, By=-be

Putting itall together:

34 = -ebxc +1a-eb) x2e+eb-ebx->

Ym=-ebxe-tebe

PRI =-bXR

Note that (hmym=ebetzeb (l-xe* +0(2=bt0kk

which satisfies the BC ex=1. Howeverhmym=eb which
does not satisfy the BC. Hence don't actually need the RH

BL, but we do need the LHane!
↑ was indicated by the blow up
in the Inner solution ...



-Byhe's matching rule ⑬

- using the Intermediate rule is tiresome! Leventer that simple

exampleit was bad. (
- Van Dyke's rule usually works, and it's simple convenient.

In terminer (Intermenter) = Intermenter) (m term inner
-
-

Inthe center term expand In the inner expand to m
to a terms, then switch terms, then switchto thechter
to the inner variables vanables and re-expand
and re-expand to terms to n terms.

Ipla

Yo = Alot BLoe**2 1ymo = Amoe 320 = AotBroe-R

34 = All+BU2X2 1Ym1=Ame " YRI= ARIBRICXR
+ 1BL0x1C2-AcoXz)

-AmoXe
Y + IBROXRC-_ARoXR)

with constraints AlotB2o=9,ApotBo=b, Au+Bu = 0, AustBr =0.
and x= <xc=1+2XR - 1017 (x20, fe<0)

.

First-consider what happens at the RH boundary: XR 20 so e-a
as XR-O kids he go fromthe RHBL- enter soln.

=>

Bao=0, BRI = 0.
↓ Incorrectly!↑

Again, demonstrates that assuming fast
vanation inthe RHInner reglai (BL)

gives yo: constant. Then

&YRI = [ARoXR =-SAR01X-1)=-Aro(x-1)
E

↳ The vanation is not quick relative
to X so there is no BL at the Atend

and we canjust consider the outer

solution, you, all the way to the

boundary.



Applying UD's matchingme forml: ⑭

- 2Xc(150) = Amoe= Amoe = Amoll-ax2-exit.
- L
switchto expand
Inner

vanables

:(Iti (10) = Amo

12ti( ( 1t0) = Amo-EAmoXc etc.

then
Uti) = Ao+ Bloe2 =Alo+Bre**=ALo + Exp.

~ small

sintanto terms
cuter

vanables

:(It0 ) (Iti) = Aco comes from
Hence I evaluating:1Iti) (It0) = (150 ((Iti) => Amo = Aco = e6 yoll)= b

↳BC ex= 1

Suce no RH BL

:Yoo= ebe"*
-> Since Alot BLO = &

310 = AotBloe*: ebtla-eble
This automatically satisfies him ymo(x)=him y2(x2)

X o XL-&
as he phenously observed. This will generally bethe case.
Now, apply Van Dynels matching me form=2:
2 term enter: ymo(x) Ym1lx/
- -

ym (x)=ebe+21Amie--ebxe*)
↳
change to

-

-

Amo Amo iner vanable

=ebe-x +[(Amie--eb3xce***()
↓
expand

=eb/1-<xct..) + 3(Amill-Exct-ebex2/l-2xc+.))
-

eb-ebXcs+ [Am + 0 (2)
↓weep
2fermS



2 term inner: YL8 Y2I
⑰

-m3 =eb+ ceeble*"+ [lAn+Ble+1a-eblxe-'-ebxul+.
Aco BLo

c exponentiallysmall ↓ changeto cute

vanable·eb+la-eble - **+CIAH Bue* +1a-ebe-ebtl+..
↓ expand=ebt[A4-ebx+ exp. small terms +keep

↳ I 2terms

Recall ym = eb-ebx.s + [Am + 0(2)
-

=X

:A=eb (by the Rubaundary condition - sincewe
know that there is no boundary layer...)

Also, AutBU = 0ebHaveall thesame internation
and wegetmuch faster!

Summary
-

3m1x1=ebe-x+seb17Xe+...
y((x) = eb + la-eble-x+sleb 11-e1) - ebxc +ca-eb) x2e**)+...

Mrs- can check what happens for (ti 12t0) = 12to(Iti)S ↳ no new intermation! I
Comeexpansion

Neither of you cry, is valid across the while domain
↳ but when eg. printing it can be really useful!

- Am- combine the inner and outer expansions to obtain a

uniformly valid expansion.

Ycomposite = Ip terms cuter1+ Iptems inner)

CyVD's MR<

-terms interpfsinner
(ptems area

need to subtract as
A has been counted
twice in the crewlep
reglar...



-*Re:p= ⑯

Ycomposite = Ymo(x1+ 42) - (terminner (termenter

-be+exarble - eb
G

ymo

"Hermenter = ebe= ebe
-<Xc

=>Interminner) (Itermenter) = eb

=

ebe-+(a-eb) e'x1s
↑
rapid change at IH boundaryt 0(2).
cas x20s)) ensures the

Bcis satisfied.

Ple:P= 2

Ycomposite = Ymo(x1+2ym(x) +y2 (42) + 30x14s)-(2til k2to)
-

ebe+ceb1l-xe+eb +la-eble-x

+ [leb 11-0-4)-ebl+1a-blee -*(
-

ebtebX-seb
-

Rtil (2to)
-

ebe-+1a-eb 11+xle-zeb 11-xe-zebeM

+O (52)

#alingle-visited Near x= 0 -1et xL= x/cc,y(x)=32(x2)
=>s12dayit 5-ady+ =D

dXL

&=o
- balance- OUTER SOLUTION

0 <a</ dominant I I canmatersincetheterm
↑ which isdominant indelap

x= - balance -
INNER SOLUTION region

ax I dominant-interesting scalings- balance 2+ terms,
called finished huts

Next-he rule think about how to determine where the BLTS...



-

The boundary layer? -

-To have anon-trial boundary layer possible- needa solution in the

Inner region that decays as he mure towards the outer.

Isaw this in the previous examplewith the CH BL.)

- In the problem that he considered, though, the solution
theRHBC

grew exponentially as we moved towards theouter
cannothave

a RHBL!

- Note-BLsdon't need to beat bandanis! Wecan have small

regions ofhigh gradient inthe Intensi => tenir ayer)

Emple consider thegeneral problem

zy"+P(x13' + 9(x) y = 0 fer 0<X21mthP(x)30,y 10)
= A, y(, = b.

and p19 Emown, and <cI.

#nday layer

Rescale: x= 1+0Y, y(x)=yR(K) wth <<0
=- dentative

=>

&yp"+ OKlyn't 91I+0x1yp=o
not argument)

-
-

There,the PLoxyp'hewant this

term to be included

since seeking a my dominate the

solution s.t.y" large 91l+O) yr term

Hence, the dominant balance is t= -a=8

·
y2"+ P11+2X1yn't 29(12X(y2 = 0

=>yR" + [P(17+s4P1l+.. Jyn't =[9(1)+3491l+... 7yx= 0

let YRIK)=yR0(K)+3yR1 (I) + .., substitute and crect
terms of the same order:



⑱
01): yRo" +P1lyno' = 0 => ypolx) = 5tke-P1

*
mth ICO.

wewant to match the outer solution when large andnegative.
But, then Ke-PC - and so wehave to take 4= 0, and

YR0 = 5 (constant).

is no fast vanarian near the RHbaundary - NOBOUNDARY LAYER,

Iwe can match the outer at x= to y(I) = b).

⑭ Blow up as the inner solutch is extended towards the outer
Solution => NO BOUNDARY LAYER.

-nearylayer

Let x= =mth 30 and y1x1= y((4).

similarly,

3"(x) + (p101 + 2xp"10) +..73 ;(x) +s[q107 +4910) +.7y214) = 0.

Expanding: y2(x)= y1(4) + Syn15) +.. gives ycolx)= M+ Ne-P101Y
Then, moving from the inner to the outer (xto gives NetPlayof
:ye(x) = M+ Ne-P10XIs I have a very rapid change

Inthe solution near me

boundary, and can

match outer.

NBC PX20 Then the situation is reversed and he expect to
find a boundary layer atthe RHex = 1. It Po = 0 few
some No - 1017 Then there may be an intenar layer.

1 next example?)



⑲
Example

Ey"+2y11-y2) = 0 fer-1XC1mthy1)=-1 andy1=1.
Then for z=0 we can have outer solutions with y = 0, 1 1.

I =>Mustbe a transitial
to satisfy the

BesheJane youha 3 between them in

on CHIRH the interior.
sides

I By inspection, hesee that weneed to rescale near x= xo (x0+10,1)

I by setting x= xo +X and y(x1=4(x)
=>4"(x)+27(1-43 = 0 fer -8xXC8 75%asX--A

Ascaling not devis
Yt+/ as X- + &

then let x= x+0K) X L
and establish solution is Y(X)-taun(x-xx)
dominant balance.

Recall X= XXo
and let x= <= to write 3(x) = ann/x-x)E

Note that if YCN is a solution then-ytx) is also a solution, and

by Picard, the solution is magine. In particular y) = -y1) = 0
and so xtxO and we have y(x)-tanull.

B Theposition ofthe BL is

exponentially sensitive

to the boundary dater.

Ending the location for offi
over data is nontral.

Foundary layer
linner region)



Andarylayers in PDES ⑱

Heat transfer froma cylinder inpatential howmen smallcultanasThigh pecet number).

1OT = 207T r>,/

-
<locacal)
*Ioa-mm

advection diffusion

n = 04,9= 15+1 cos0 =

xtfy
r-8

-

- m

velocity gradientflow raster field
N 024 = 0 => nirotational and incompressible,

and has two normal component
or=1.- How is around the

cylinder er= 1, and this
advects thermal energy.

physicalproblem: steady state temperative profilewith diffusion
and advection of Internal energy represented

through temperatureT.

*

solution

Expand Toto +2T,+.. as <t0 and substitute to get

O(I) 1.0To =0, with the BC T50 as rea I
will need the inner

Isolution to match

consider any curve with dr=1(8=(x31) theBeat =1.

Then ato =0To.dr=OToI

Farr>1.*t = 11 = 9x= ItTtyz-f = Iffy-ascos
:.aucures 1= P4 end up at Infinity where To = 0.

Hence tols) is constant along such curves and, using theBC, this

constant must be zero, i To = 0.

Proceeding further, he have Tn =0 +4. = 7 thermal boundary

layer near the cylinder.



Inner solution ⑪
---

Ito accommodate the BC

Incylindrical coordinates,

I

->oetrizef=rftoil
02T

- We needto scaler close to rel so that the diffusive term balances:

let r= 1+01l mth 0<01(c) and let TCM = T(1+0k), 0).
Then,

"-trillos000ftiosi-ooovet
Expand to give

120) to (oilhas Oti-K2toldIanioti
= sretttt"tolo fil& f

&
Hence, weneed o = 5E. bothsubleading

compared to the OzTilog term.

Expand: Let Ti19,01 = Tio19,01 + 2Tis 1,01+.. .
OL:

<xcostofio - Canootio- fir *Ia non-trivial PDE

to solve - but we can

make analytic progress.
with Tio 10,0) = 1 and Tis -0 ast-aA -

F = 0 -lea the cylinder. match to cuter solution

seeka simularity solution for to of the form

Tio 110) = f(7) mth <= (910)

-o = glolf(y), ftioag10(f(), offlygois



⑫substitute into the equfer Tio:

29 cos0g10) f'(7) - 28inof'(n) 99'10)=g210l f "()

=>

gos [toso-zaneglo(] +() = f"(7)
Y

Note that if fly) is a similantly sole then should be a function
of y only

=>

toso -canog'I0) = constant,it

- Ac0 then the solution will blow up at Infinity
=>must have CC0.

- Note that I canbe re-scaled that changing g
= W1Ot we can take (=-

:Can find a similarity solution as long as heconfined a solutionto

Loso-no gloet
Let g = -> then he can solve to get glol- ol

I
⑧

ISTCOSO

- It is then the solution will blow up.

as we
-

It JI thenhe have further problems ↓ send ita

at 0 =T: Tr, 5) = TioIGIT)=f1491= f10= 0
=O

but T10,71: Tio 10,11 = f10.g(E1) = f10) = 1

R

by theBCs.:Must have 511 so that g10) =hno



⑬
can now solve fart: fly) = Aletu" qu+ B
ft0as y -> N => B = 0

F=1 for y
=0 => A = JE F = fo

M
·To = E/e-udu mth = fanoa 3 1910)

NB as 9-5, Tio decays experentially, to matchwith outer

solution Isolution is exponentially small In the outer reglail.

NBI As The enter solution is equal to tew, the composite solution
is given by Tio

NB2 solution fails for 0=0 and large

↳ Since large, expect (froma physical perspective) to

have T= 0, but the lower limit on the integral is

zewo = TH0=1.

↑ =>he needanter distinguished
limit for this region! Similar

argument applies for 0=1.

↳
0=0.4-stagharia pants.

Also BL in thewave-sheamline

here comes from cylinder, not infinity.

Heatross: ot Olsti) Ireason formindchill factor).



-boundarylayerat infinity (also an asymptotic power
⑭

serves that isn't interns
ofponers (2).

1x2y't Ex2gy'=0 Wth XL1,y(( = 031811, occ

we will try to find a solution of the term yeyotayzt...
T

will find that this doesn't wall as its

own and that he need another term-

of the form eloghly, (x)
To see thatthis is thecase- substitute, and correct terms:

010): 1x24'=0 = y=1- using TCs)

0181: 1x42 =-x=40%'=-1+= y2Kx1= A 1E)-1nx-1nX
T↳-

integrate and cannotsatisfy
savemthy2(l = 0 y2IN)= ofer

L any A Grice
Inx-0 as

=b) at Ipiity! X- x

·We need to expand inan inner region where x islarge, andmatchto
the outer solution where x = ord(I).
->

this isgiven by yotayz

↓solution - use a new ranable x= 1 where d (a) toast of
&(2)

so that Xrad) as xand to, and let

y= 1+0klY mthd to as at ot

↑
satisfies the BC y(8) = 1.

substituting:

x:y)+aX 'dy + crixyte
o - we⑤

want a dominant balance.
I W

2Note that are so =Gulnever

combute.



⑤
Hence the dominant balance comes from matching & and@

zano o= and O has yet) undetermined.

net Y = 40Kx)+ol ->x(x28to) + x2t-0
=>x'8 = e ↓using thesecuta

40(x1=B/Eds Sneey:I+824

T ↑
↑
inner solutionsingleconstant B

=>anticipate he satisfying innerBC

canmatchto the

enter solution.

Evaluate as X-oby spitting the integral

If the-ds=/seds + feraleraswal
-IfEastlefts as
= St+nxtord(l] ↑

- 5/ts+2st..-Its)
=>will generate a power senes
with first term ES? -which
iscrd(1).

:40(x) = B[K+1nX+crdc].
to match-consider an intermediate Vanable: 4=<x=95X,020c
Expand both the cuter and inner solutions in the intermediate vanable.
then

= crdi) as it of E X+ a and X- O
-
-

towards towards outer



INNER: YorBIE +InX+ord()) IOUTR: yo =1-E 6
7

yz = A((()- 1nx - 1nx*
I

=>y =1+ dY - 1+dBt +aBIn(a+x) I - yr1 -x +od(c)
- * w

-
-

Need to matchthese

= - =052En =s
iy

=1 -

5+ (t-d)<(()- I
B =- 1

o(s)

However, the crd(c) term in the outer solution will never be matched
by the 11-a<In term in the inner solution.

↳ theye termin * generates terms of the form slnl) but

we should really have the [In 1) In the asymptotic sequence
as the missingy, in the outer solution.

Le we should have originally taken y(x) = yo(x1+ <In(t) y, (x)
+2yz(X)+ ...

then, (xy'' =0 = y1 = c11-E) + doesn't need to satisfy
y(x) = 1-will materitithe
Inner solution.

Theouter solution inthe Intermediate vanable is

y(x) -1-z + can(t)- + A(+=) - in(c-cx) -H)
m

~ I-) + [(n()(c-x) + o() expand

p
additional term that include
the parameter -- which we

determine by matching to
the inner solution (n= 2, B=-1).aaI(t)

=2(n(t)(1-c) zc = a
=>I's cancel or since weneed this to hold for a rangeda



↑ is Have not determined A at this order-would need to go to higher order!
E

SUMMARY
-

inner: ye. (K+X+crd(is]

Outer: yr1-x + [1n1E)11-E) +0()

To go to higher orders-he need to usethe following expansiai sequence:
1, [In 1E1, 2, 521n 15), 22 (In 1 = 1)", 2,...

Ms we can only use van Pyne's matching mule it we letad(x
directly centradicts
our assumption -

wetreated In ()PI!


